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Brief Intro

Many thanks to the Book Club of California for accepting my proposal to give a talk and 

a pop-up exhibit of these little gems. Special thanks to Shruti Swamy for all of your help in 

putting tonight together. I hope everyone had a chance to peruse the pop-up exhibit. I realized 

after assembling this talk that I don't have many images of American literary annuals because 

that portion of my research is ongoing – so I brought you the actual books to meander through 

this evening. 

[SLIDE: MY COLLECTION]

I began working on nineteenth-century British literary annuals because I couldn't find any 

of them, even while studying for my Ph.D. in New York. In order to really study the history of 

the annuals, I needed to review the real annual, to see it, hold it, study the paper, the art, the 

binding. So, after examining the microfiche and microfilm of random titles from both England 

and America, I started amassing my own collection of British annuals with an eye towards 

curating a collection of the most popular British annuals and important American annuals. After  

acquiring full runs of the most popular British annuals, I began assembling the peripheral and 

tertiary influences on the literary annual form: almanacs, conduct manuals, and emblems from 

Europe and England. The resulting study came about because I was able to access a personal 

collection to make definitive generalizations about the history of the British literary annual. Now, 
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I have begun to take a cursory look at the influence of British annuals and their American pals – 

and the results have been fascinating, some of which I include here as preliminary research 

findings. But, first, what is a literary annual and why is it so special other than its beauty and 

profoundly misunderstood history?  

[SLIDE: FMN 1823] 

Intro 

By November 1822, the British reading public had already voraciously consumed both 

Walter Scott’s expensive novels and Rudolf Ackermann’s exquisite lithographs. The next decade, 

referred to by some scholars as dormant and unproductive, is in fact bursting with Forget Me 

Nots, Friendship’s Offerings, Keepsakes, and Literary Souvenirs.

The literary annual—with its poetry, short stories, dramatic scenes, sheet music, travel 

accounts, political statements, historical renderings, classical references, descriptions of Europe,  

war accounts, artwork, portraits, lavish bindings, and bevy of famous authors—introduced a 

literary and visual genre that would be both scorned and embraced by England and beyond. 

Literary annuals are early nineteenth-century British texts published yearly in England from 

1822 to 1860, intended primarily for a middle-class audience and therefore moderately priced 

(between twelve shillings and three pounds). Initially published in duodecimo or octavo sizes, 

the decoratively bound volumes exuded a feminine delicacy that attracted a primarily female  

readership.

The annuals were released each November, making them an ideal Christmas gift, lover’s 

present, or token of friendship. Selling more than 100,000 copies during each holiday season, the 
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annuals were accused of causing an epidemic and inspiring an “unmasculine,” “unbawdy age” 

that lingered in derivative forms until the early twentieth century in both the United States and 

Europe. 

[SLIDE: LEATHER] Originally published in paper boards, the annuals were usually 

whisked away to be re-bound in beautiful leather covers.

[SLIDE: KEEPSAKE SILK] By 1828, publishers employed the latest innovations in 

binding and switched to silk to amplify the value of the material object.

[SLIDE: INSCRIPTION] Each annual typically offered a confined space for dedication.

[SLIDE: FO FARES] Early annuals offered practical information similar to the 

Stationer's Company's almanac. But that would soon disappear in favor of more literary and 

visual content.

[SLIDE: ENGRAVING/PAINTING] Engravings were cast from popular paintings but 

rarely garnered fame for the engraver who was deemed a mere copyist and denied entrance into 

the Royal Academy.

[SLIDE: ENGRAVING MOTHER] Often engravings were commissioned like this one.

[SLIDE: HEMANS] ...and then well-known poets were asked to render an 

accompanying poem, work for hire  – eventually much to the poet's dismay. What makes the 

poetry especially powerful in literary annuals is ultimately the use of a different kind of poetic 

voice, one that focuses on the domestic but that doesn't celebrate the war hero. One that points 

out the failures of the British government and the limitations on women's rational thought. And, 

more profoundly in the prose, a voice that understands the need for a different version of 
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femininity.

EVERYONE contributed to the annuals, even if they despised the genre, though not all 

were writing towards a subversive or revolutionary voice. The great idea behind the annuals is 

that the form allowed a space for these alternative voices. 

[SLIDE: RETAIL SUCCESS]

With a large audience almost immediately clamoring for more literary annuals, London 

publisher, Rudolph Ackermann and his editor, Frederic Shoberl, created a second Forget Me Not 

for 1824 and found themselves competing with Friendship’s Offering and The Graces.  By 1828, 

15 English literary annual titles had joined the market only to vie for an audience against 30 

more titles by 1830. 

[SLIDE: ATLANTIC SOUVENIR]

In 1831, not to be outdone, the Americans published 13 annuals.  Interestingly, the first 

American literary annual, The Atlantic Souvenir published in 1826, also used green glazed paper 

boards and a slipcase with the same image – the very format used by Ackermann for the first 5 

years of his Forget Me Not literary annual starting in 1823. This was just the first instance of 

American publishers capitalizing on the popular literary form. Publishers Carey & Lea sold this 

annual to another publisher in 1832, who, in turn merged the title with The Token for the 1833 

volume. 

[SLIDE: THE TOKEN]

Ironically, as the British annuals lost their foothold in the consumer marketplace, the 

American titles began to thrive.
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It was not until 1842 that the American annuals equaled the British numbers, though. By 

1846, 56 different annuals had been published in the United States compared to the 16 titles 

published in Britain in that year. Of these 16, some early British literary annuals continued 

successful production, including the Forget Me Not, Fisher’s Drawing Room Scrapbook, and 

Keepsake (Faxon 129-140). 

[SLIDE: Retail Prices of Reading Materials]

Introducing the Literary Annuals

Inspired by intercontinental literary forms and created by a successful art publisher, 

Rudolph Ackermann, the literary annual first appeared in London in 1822 and was claimed by a 

myriad of publishers to represent the best of British ingenuity – even though the material form, 

the printing process and the editorial methods were really borrowed from French and German 

pocket-books, albums, and emblems. Originally, literary annuals were to replace the conduct 

books of the late 18th Century, but the editors' and publishers' claims don't match that intention 

and instead include Gothic short stories, radical poetry, and pop culture ephemera.  

[SLIDE: REVIEWERS COMMENTS] 

Many other publishers produced annuals that outsold Rudolph Ackermann’s Forget Me 

Not (1823-47), but this inventor, who established the literary annual as an extremely marketable 

model, came to represent Englishness, femininity, and popular artistry because he believed in 

elevating all aspects of printing to the form of art rather than relegating publishing work to 

craftsmanship. 

[SLIDE: EMBLEM]
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The literary annual, though unique to the nineteenth century in its particular form, 

developed from a long tradition of the 16th emblem: a popular form that combined a picture, a  

motto and a poetic epigram to illustrate a moral lesson or meditation (OED). Johann Hasler 

proposes that emblems represent a multimedia experience because the author himself tells us that  

“the work is 'to be looked at, read, mediated, understood, weighed, sung and listened to,' all at 

the same time in order to get a deep and true understanding of the cryptic meditative messages 

found in the apparently bizarre engravings, with their textual descriptions and accompanying 

music” (“Performative and Multimedia Aspects” 139). Though Dutch and English emblem books 

were continually re-published throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, we see claims 

of this moralizing in some of the British and especially in the American literary annuals.  In 

1830, W. Pinnock applauded the use of emblematic images, believing that iconography and 

allegory offered children the best kind of moral education. Similar to these practices with the 16 th 

century emblems, the literary annual reproduces the format but divides the emblematic elements  

and process:

[SLIDE: FMN MOTTO]

the motto is included on the title page and represents the tenor of the entire volume;  illustrations  

are typically first engraved and then verbally rendered through poetry. But more starkly, this 

emblem model supposes that all readers are children -- so, too, did 18th century conduct manual 

publishers and editors. But, with the literary annuals, the editors and publishers advertised the 

same purposes without necessarily infantalizing their women readers.

[SLIDE: FRONTISPIECE 1824 FMN]
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Unlike the emblem engraving, the subjects of the literary annual engravings in the next 

two slides are always in the act of writing it out, never completing the phrase. 

[SLIDE: LOVE'S MOTTO]

The idea is that the viewer must see the person performing the supposed labor of writing in order 

to perceive the sentiment behind engraved sentiment – a sentiment similar to the purpose of 

literary annuals themselves: they must be given openly with a presentation plate “engraven” by 

presenter/giver. 

[SLIDE: INSCRIPTION PLATE]

Initially, the annual was intended to offer instruction in morality and propriety, allowing 

readers to meditate on the visual and literary. And, like the  16th century Emblematum Liber, the 

early annual’s pocket-sized delicacy allowed the book to be a portable reference of morality and 

propriety as well as an indicator of education, wealth, friendship or leisure - or so it seemed. 

Mixing the emblem with the almanac offered an early opportunity to move away from strict 

moralizing.

[SLIDE: LADIES' DIARY]

The literary almanac, another long-standing form, “has, in title at least, the semblance of 

family-commodities for all ages and conditions: poetry and sentiment for the young ladies; 

astrological predictions of political wonder and national woe, set into marvellous proper verse, 

for their grandams; and for the travelling, agricultural, and professional animals of our own sex 

[men], sure prognostics of foul and fair weather, of terms and returns, of full moons and 

eclipses” (Feb. 1826 Monthly Review 169). Unlike the annuals, almanacs were primarily 
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intended for the lower classes because they contained astrology, which was likened to prediction 

rather than rational thought. Literary critic, Collins concludes that the almanac “served for a 

year's reading and guidance, and ranked next to the Bible in value” (430). Each copy acted as a 

predictor of more than weather; it held a certain promise of future memories. But, not all  

almanacs were the same.

The Ladies' Diary, published yearly 1704-1840, eschewed astrology and prediction for 

mathematical problems, typically including enigmas, queries, and the answers to the previous 

year's questions. On the final pages of the 1768, 1821, and 1822 Diary, the listed prize winners 

for many of the enigmas were men, though the intended audience for this particular almanac was 

women. If you haven't had a chance to browse the copy I brought tonight, please feel free to take 

a look at some of those mathematical problems after we conclude.

[SLIDE: SIMPSON'S ALMANAC]

In contrast, Simpson's Gentleman’s Almanack and Pocket Journal for 1816, another 

Stationers' Company publication, acts as a reference for its business-minded male readers, not a 

workbook of mathematical problems, as is indicated by its Contents page. With its charts, tables,  

and diary features, this invited annotation as opposed to The Ladies' Diary which afforded no 

blank space for calendaring or diaries, also contains one hundred twelve ruled pages for 

memorandums, appointments, and cash accounts. So we have a gender differentiation in purpose 

for each almanac that was intended to be carried over to the annuals.

But the British literary annual tradition begun by Ackermann carved out a niche and 

format that were unique and separate from those of the almanac and emblem. Given his goals for 
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the annuals, Ackermann, as a threshold figure between market and aesthetics, created a product 

for early nineteenth-century readers that represented the highest form of British ingenuity 

coupled with taste, that renowned marker of class boundaries in early nineteenth-century 

England and somewhat replicated in America.

[SLIDE: DEFINING THE GENRE VIA ACKERMANN]

In advertisements for and the preface to the first Forget Me Not volume, published in 

November 1822, Ackermann’s publication solidified the literary annual genre—a genre that was 

protected by editors and vociferously defended by reviewers until 1828.

With each criterion, Ackermann creates a sense of propriety, education, and social grace 

that would mark the literary annual for the next decade. He not only establishes the purpose of 

the volume by highlighting its physical features and editorial practices but also offers 

instructions to consumers to purchase the volume with the intent of distributing it further. 

[SLIDE: ALMANAC DAY]

By locating the publication date in the following year but releasing the volume in 

November, Ackermann ensured that annuals would become part of, if not the cause for, 

widespread holiday exchanges of literary materials that mimicked the long-standing practice of  

Almanac Day, a day when all almanacs were released for sale to the public including the two 

shown in previous slides. Reviewers staunchly condemned any pretender annual that was 

published outside the holiday time frame of November through January, yet still claimed to be of 

the literary annual family. 

[SLIDE: DEFINING THE GENRE VIA ACKERMANN]
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This promise of originally authored material establishes the literary annual as more than 

an anthology; the authors are generally contemporary British figures instead of writers of classic 

literature -- and this is the primary reason that the annuals became so popular in America. 

Literature from Europe would not overwhelm the British annual’s contents. Presenting original 

works by contemporary authors requires consideration of authorial ownership, but by promising 

originality, Ackermann committed to commodifying a representation of fresh, current national  

literature. However, this claim of originality would plague the editors of the annuals through the 

1830s, in part due to the proliferation of daily newsprint as well as the appearance of wayward 

literary pieces by British authors in American literary annuals and periodicals.

Though the declaration of including superior engravings is standard, Ackermann meant to 

use his experience and established audience to create a personal, portable exhibit of text and 

image, thereby merging the latest vogue for visualizing literature and turning readers into 

spectators. 

With the useful information, Ackermann attempted to establish the literary annual as 

referential and useful across class boundaries, similar to the almanac. However, because of the 

cost (twelve shillings), the working classes were presumably not included in this declaration. A 

list of coach fares was included to aid a lady in ensuring that she was treated fairly; but 

confronting a coachman about overcharging the fare would belie the purpose of the annual—to 

instruct in morality, feeling, and taste. Because it is mere information, this element was 

eventually discarded in the 1825 Forget Me Not volume, in favor of additional creative 

contributions.
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[SLIDE: 3 GRACES COVER]

The neoclassical embellishments adorning early annuals’ covers and slipcases remind 

readers of the three graces: charm, beauty, and literature. Ackermann, with this final marker of 

the literary annual, focused on establishing the literary annual in association with taste, a slippery 

term that denotes pleasure, desire, appetite, imagination, and shared feelings, according to the 

philosophers Thomas Hobbes, Edmund Burke, and Immanuel Kant. 

For Charles Lamb (160), writing to B. W. Procter in January 1829, the annuals 

represented women readers’ lack of rationalism. After having his sonnet rejected by Thomas 

Hood because “it would shock all mothers,” Lamb lashed out against the entire genre for eliding 

appreciation of literary aesthetics: “and may all mothers, who would so be shocked, be dom’d!” 

(160; see epigraph). Though this letter reeks of Lamb’s frustration, the “unmasculine 

unbawdy . . . age” comment reflects the debate between base pleasures and aesthetic taste—a 

debate that was directed toward the annuals only after the genre had achieved success by 1828. 

In fact, Ackermann promised taste and propriety in the annuals but often used that promise only 

to sell annuals.

The association with pleasure and beauty was problematic for women readers during the 

early nineteenth century. Ackermann and various annual editors would continually defend the 

genre as tasteful while printing literary materials that were perhaps more scintillating and aligned  

with the idea that aesthetic taste is rooted in physical sensation. 

[SLIDE: SLIPCASE]

The diminutive size—duodecimo, 3.5 x 5.5 in.—represents a particular form of 
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femininity by being portable in the pocket or in the hand. Though the size eventually grew to 

quarto editions without slipcases and instead wrapped in silk covers, the annual’s embellished 

boards marked the extravagance of the entire genre and were continued through its lifetime, even 

in rebindings.

Relying on the various debates surrounding aesthetic and literary taste and the turn from 

rational thought, Ackermann constructed his literary annual business venture around beauty. 

[SLIDE: TASCHENBUCH] 

The resultant product, the Forget Me Not, encapsulated elements from already successful genres, 

including the French literary “almanach,” the German “Taschenbuch” (pocket-book), and the 

“album” and traditional “almanac.” 

Ackermann admittedly borrowed from the German tradition of the Taschenbuch, or 

pocket-book, “a small book, adapted to be conveniently carried in the pocket” (“pocket-book,” 

OED), which focuses less on “useful information” and more on literature. With an intentional 

portability in the smaller duodecimo size and comfort that serial form offers to readers, the early 

annuals were meant for transportation and entertainment rather than serious study. This 

association of book size with leisurely reading is perhaps the reason that editors were so 

adamantly vociferous in their prefaces about the literary merit and visual pleasure to be derived 

from the contents of their annuals.

[SLIDE: AMERICAN GIFT BOOKS]

So what of the American tradition in literary annuals?
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American Literary Annuals

The first American literary annual appeared in 1826 with the publication of several 

different titles, including the  Atlantic Souvenir (the most popular), Philadelphia Souvenir, 

Souvenir, and Wreath, and remained viable commodities until 1902 when the last annual, Book 

of Beauty, was published. In addition, the Americans created a hybrid nationalism in their annual 

industry. But, they were not as self-conscious about their borrowing as the British. Editor S.G. 

Goodrich writes in the Token's 1838 Preface that in emulation of the British annuals, “[t]he 

present volume is therefore enlarged [rising to quarto size, 5” x 7 ¾, from duodecimo or 

octavo]”, and an attempt has been made to bring the graphic illustrations, as nearly as may be, to 

the standard of the London annuals” (iii). The topic of the American engravings differed greatly 

from the British annuals:  The American publishers included images not exclusively of pastoral 

life or proper ladies, but scenes from the American landscape, including images of the Wild West 

and Native Americans. These were the Americans' images of savagery and colonial conquest 

within the confines of the U.S. borders in stark contrast to the depiction of savagery and 

colonialism outside England expressed in many British literary annuals.

At the time of the literary annuals' initial popularity, American authors were newly 

engaged in the burgeoning American Romantic movement that roughly begins as British 

Romanticism was giving way to the Victorian period -- 1820-1860. Similar to British 

Romanticism, American Romanticism focused on the landscape but more forcefully explored the 

horrors at home. The short story gained prominence, much as it did in British literary annuals, 

and authors who contributed to American annuals, include Edgar Allen Poe, Nathaniel 
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Hawthorne, Washington Irving, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, James Fenimore Cooper, Ralph 

Waldo Emerson, and more under pseudonyms.

Meredith McGill has done extensive work on American annuals as have others. What I'm 

really interested in is the shared transatlantic history in the development and popularity of the 

literary annual. 

[SLIDE: American FMN 1847]

With the promise of a wider audience, Ackermann and other publishers ventured into 

partnership with American or European publishers before the French and American penchant for 

unauthorized reproduction of annuals became prominent. American publishers Carey, Lea and 

Carey partner with Ackermann to produce a one-time American printing of the Forget Me Not  

for 1828.  Though Carey, Lea and Carey were large distributors of literary annuals and in 

business with many London publishers, they do not appear on any other Forget Me Not title 

page, which leads me to believe that either variant title pages were produced for the British and 

American audiences or the partnership was severed after the 1829 volume. In addition, Carey, 

Lea & Carey maintained that business title only for 1827-1829, and changed to Carey & Lea 

after Edward Carey’s departure (Gassan). American publishers further complicated the annual's 

national boundaries by claiming British volumes as their own, canceling title pages and tipping 

in another which altered the year and the publisher – all without indicating that it was a reissue.

This absence of a demarcating year allowed publishers to produce a fluid stock that was 

not limited by a date and, consequently, could always be sold as contemporary, “new” or of the 

latest fashion – the very reason for buying a new volume each year. 
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Apparently, when a literary annual was no longer being published, publishers would buy 

the stereotyped plates, reproduce the volume, include a new title page or perhaps replace the 

engravings. However, the re-published copies often had the former title in the preface or the 

original title page just after the new one. In changing the plates, a new list of engravings was not 

inserted. Faxon calls these “spurious” volumes and claims that Leavitt & Allen and Cornish, 

Lamport & Co. did most of this re-publishing (xviii). The Amaranth (1849), Garland (1850), 

Keepsake of Friendship (1851), Magnolia (1852), Token of Friendship (1853), Casket (1854) and 

Memory’s Gift (1869) were all American literary annuals that contained the same contents but 

dissimilar editors:  Emily Percival, G.S. Monroe and Clara Arnold. Faxon assumes that these 

editors, all of whom were successful editors of previous volumes of these titles, were unaware 

that their names were being co-opted by the spurious volumes (xix). 

The British Literary Souvenir has one such example with a Philadelphia publisher 

appended to the title page of one volume and a switched poem that differs from the British 

version of the same volume. The new poem, focused on the celebrating the American flag, 

replaced a short story about ghosts and damsels in distress. 

 In comparison to the British annuals, the printing quality of the American volumes seems 

to have degenerated. For instance, in the 1838 Token, the engravings were printed directly onto 

the page instead of being printed on India paper and glued onto the page. In addition, the images 

are not printed using intaglio methods (apparent because the ink sits on the paper and feels raised 

when touched). Because of these elements, The Token seems to move away from Ackermann's 

prescribed elements of a literary annual, a move that is indicative of the American annuals across  
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the board.

American publishers, unable to withstand the financial burden of commissioning new 

illustrations or paying substantial borrowing fees, “used only engravings which had appeared in 

British gift books” as is noted by Ralph Thompson in his study of the American literary annual 

vogue (42). 

[SLIDE: STEEL PLATE ENGRAVING – PRINTER'S]

The large literary annual publishing house of Carey & Hart sometimes bought the actual British 

plates or duplicates; at other times they bought the impressions at eight pounds per thousand 

impression (42). Re-printing the engravings was another dilemma altogether: generally 

engravings were woodcuts or steel plates and could not easily be reproduced by American artists 

from a proof sheet alone. Though the American literary annual tradition differed from the British 

phenomenon, the dilemma of financing and producing the engravings was equally burdensome 

on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Studying the annuals has become more complicated recently because of the discovery 

that not all volumes offer their contents in the same order – this simply means that poems are 

replaced or the meticulously ordered contents are re-ordered causing variations in volumes of the 

same title. These types of variations offer insight into the piracy that so often occurred when the 

printing plates of British annuals were sold to American publishers. This could also account for 

the popularity of certain poets, some of Britain's greatest exports during the Romantic era.

Another source that taxed the income of British editors and publishers was the American 

export or, more justly framed, the American pilfering. Though British annuals achieved great 
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success in America, British publishers, editors and authors rarely received any income from 

those sales because there was no international copyright law in place until the 1842 Copyright 

Act, championed by Dickens, Wordsworth and Thomas Hood. With this transatlantic legislation, 

British authors began to collect income from these sales. The 1842 Act provided copyright 

protection for forty-two years or the life of the author, a change from twenty-eight years in the 

prior law (Clubbe Victorian 118), and was significantly authored by William Wordsworth himself 

– giving new meaning to the author as national treasure.

[SLIDE: FREEDOM'S GIFT]

The American literary annual phenomenon followed its own developmental path, 

differentiating itself from the British annual with content derived from local authors and political  

and cultural intonations of a post-revolutionary and pre-Civil war United States.  Many of their 

annuals became politically-centered or more accessible to working class citizens as opposed to 

the decidedly middle-class nature of the British-published literary annuals. 

[SLIDE: TEMPERANCE]

The business of annuals differed greatly, too, in the United States and eventually suffered 

from the rise of ladies’ books and magazines. Of course, transatlantic relationships among 

American and British authors was not always contentious. Lydia Huntley Sigourney, editor of the 

Religious Souvenir and frequent contributor to the American annuals, maintained correspondence 

with William Wordsworth after an initial request to contribute to her American Annuals. 

Indeed, across the ocean, American authors add to the ideological archive associated with 

the British literary annuals:  Mark Twain lets Huck Finn fondle a copy of Friendship’s Offering 
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literally displayed on a coffee table along with Pilgrim’s Progress, the family Bible, hymn books 

and other politely religious, beautifully bound literature “piled up perfectly exact on each corner  

of the table” (104). Huck notes that the annual is full of “beautiful stuff and poetry” but does not 

read any of the poetry – a commentary on the initial superior quality of the engravings in 

American literary annuals versus their poetic contents. Published in 1884, the Adventures of  

Huckleberry Finn reflects the social and cultural temperature of the American 1830s, including a 

time rife with literary annual volumes, both British and American. The British-published 

Friendship’s Offering enjoyed success in the U.S. as did the later 1840s American-published 

Friendship’s Offering. Twain might be referring to either publication in his novel. However, 

American literary annuals moved away from the literary miscellany format to include political  

essays on temperance, slavery, women’s rights, etc., thinly veiled by the literary annual’s 

binding.

[SLIDE: MY COLLECTION]

Thank you. 
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